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O. Ilina 

                                     TEACHING NARRATION 

 

Narration, or storytelling, is a powerful method by which to engage and hold the attention 

of listeners or readers. The term narrative takes in abundant territory. A narrative may be short 

or long, factual or imagined, artless or artful. It may instruct and inform, or simply divert or 

regale. It may set forth some point or message or may be no more significant than a horror story 

that aims to curdle your blood. At least a hundred times a year, you probably resort to narration, 

not always for the purpose of telling an entertaining story, but to explain, to illustrate a point, to 

report information, to argue, or to persuade. 

A type of story often used to illustrate a point is the anecdote, a short entertaining account 

of a single incident. Anecdotes add color and specifics to the story and often help support an 

argument by giving it the flesh and blood of real life. 

Every story has a purpose. A narrative without a purpose is bound to irritate readers. 

Whatever the reason for its telling, an effective story holds the attention of readers or listeners; 

and to do so, the storyteller shapes that story to appeal to its audience. 

Every good story has a thesis statement. In some stories the thesis statement becomes 

clear from the very beginning. But in most kinds of narration, the storyteller refrains from 

revealing the gist of the story, right at the beginning. In fact, many narratives do not contain an 

assertion of the main idea behind the story, because such a statement can rob the reader of the 

very pleasure of narration, the excitement of a story build. By the end of the story, the thesis 

should become obvious, as the writer builds toward a memorable conclusion. 

Whether you tell of your own experience or of someone else's even if it is brief, you need 

a whole story to tell. If the story is complex, do some searching and discovering in writing. One 

trusty method to test your memory is that of a news reporter. Ask yourself:  What happened? 

Who took part? When? Where? Why did this event/these events take place? How did it/they 

happen? Journalists call this handy list of questions «the five W's and the H». 

When your purpose is determined and your audience is identified, choose one of the two 

strategies to tell your story – by scene or by summary. When you tell a story in a scene, or in 

scenes, you visualize each event as vividly and precisely as if you were there – as though it were 

a scene in a film, and your reader sat before the scene. When, in contrast, you tell a story by the 

method of summary, you relate events concisely. Instead of depicting people and their 

surroundings in great detail, you set down just the essentials of what happened. 

In any kind of narration, the simplest approach is to set down events in chronological 

order, the way they happened. A chronological order is an excellent sequence to follow unless 

you can see some special advantage in violating it. If you are trying to capture your readers' 

attention right away, you begin in medias res and open with a colorful, dramatic event, even 

though it took place late in the chronology. No matter what order you choose, either following 

chronology or departing from it, make sure your audience can follow it. The sequence of events 

has to be clear. 

 

 


